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General Manager’s Annual Inspection of 2016-17 of C&W 
Workshop/NBQ held on 15.03.2017 

 

All the items of inspection are to be acted upon by CWM/NBQS primarily. PHODs/CHODs, DRM/RNY 

involved have been indicated in the column ‘Action by’ wherever their intervention is required. .  
क्र.सं. 
SN 

पर्यवेक्षण/निरे्दश 

Observations/Directions 

कार्यवाई 
Action By 

1.0 DRM/RNY: 
1.1 STC Hostel: 

1.1.1 All wall mounted Almirahs were broken and there were no doors in Almirahs. 

Proper Almirahs with doors should be provided. 

DRM/RNY 

PCE 

CWM/NBQS 

1.1.2 Both hostels were not having iron net on doors and windows to protect from 

mosquitoes. All doors of rooms should be provided with iron nets. 

DRM/RNY 

PCE 

CWM/NBQS 

1.1.3 There was no rack in the wall of toilets as a result of which, soap and bathing 

materials cannot be kept. There was no mirror provided in the toilet. Mirrors 

and racks should be provided in all toilets in both hostels. 

DRM/RNY 

PCE 

CWM/NBQS 

1.1.4 Trainees Hostel is open from back and needs to be provided with iron Grills 

to avoid theft. 

DRM/RNY 

PCE 

CWM/NBQS 

1.1.5 White wash work needs to be done in Engineering Hostel. DRM/RNY 

PCE 

CWM/NBQS 

1.1.6 Mobile/Laptop charging points should be provided near beds in each room. DRM/RNY 

CEE 

CWM/NBQS 

1.1.7 There was no exhaust fan in the toilets in both the hostels. Exhaust fans are 

to be provided in all toilets. 

DRM/RNY 

CEE 

CWM/NBQS 

1.1.8 Ceiling fans are insufficient in each room as compared to the number of 

beds. Therefore, sufficient ceiling fans to be provided in each room. 

DRM/RNY 

CEE 

CWM/NBQS 

1.1.9 All bathrooms should be provided with Geyser in both the hostels. DRM/RNY 

PCE 

CWM/NBQS 

1.2 Railway Colonies: 
1.2.1 Railway Qtr. No. L/6B was inspected. The area behind the Quarter has been 

properly developed with pakka drain. The cost of repair is said to be approx  

`60,000/-. The occupant of the quarter expressed satisfaction for the work. 

Sr. DEN/C informed that similar repair will be done for other quarters in NBQ. 

This should be ensured.  

DRM/RNY 

PCE 

1.2.2 All concerned departments i.e. Engineering, Electrical and Medical 

departments should undertake the repair of the quarter in coordination to 

avoid rework as well as minimum inconvenience to the occupants of the 

quarters. 

DRM/RNY 

PCE  

CMD 

 

1.2.3 It was observed that tiles have been provided in the kitchen base. These tiles 

should be replaced with Granite stone in future work. 

DRM/RNY 

PCE 

1.2.4 One wooden/steel rake should be provided in the kitchen for keeping 

utensils. 

DRM/RNY 

PCE 

1.2.5 Regular cleaning of the back drains of quarters should be ensured by 

Engineering and Medical departments. 

DRM/RNY 

PCE 
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2.0 CME 

2.1 The layout of the Workshop was explained to GM by CWM and during the 

visit, Carriage Body shop, Bogie Repairing Shop, Roller Bearing section, Store 

depot, Wheel turning Shop, CTRB nurturing centre, AC maintenance shop 

were inspected by GM and activities undergoing were seen. 

GM also visited STC and hostel for the STC. During the shop visit and other 

inspections, GM addressed the officers and supervisors of Workshop. The 

following actionable points have been noted. 

CME 

CWM/NBQS 

 

2.2 Fixture for fitment of headstock to the coach has been developed in-house by 

SSE/CBS eliminating the use of power fork lift and jacks, this however needs 

to be refined and duplicated at DBWS.   

CME 

CWM/NBQS 

CWM/DBWS 

2.3 Plasma cutting of the body panel was seen. Plasma is cost affective and more 

productive and can also be utilized for cutting of stainless steel. It should be 

used more, by reducing the conventional gas cutting wherever feasible. This 

will also reduce the consumption of oxygen and DA gas. Action plan for the 

use of plasma cutting equipment to be implemented in Workshop should be 

drawn. 

CME 

CWM/NBQS 

 

2.4 Review of the welder gradation revealed that there are still welders in the ‘B’ 

category. Action plan needs to be drawn to upgrade all the welders to ‘A’ 

category by giving suitable training. 

CME 

CWM/NBQS 

 

2.5 Coach no. NFGSCN 09211was inspected. This coach had number of areas 

requiring improvement in the workmanship and quality of fitment of items to 

be used by passengers so that no sharp edge at corners etc. are left out 

which may harm the passengers. Also level of the toilets floor needs to be 

ensured so that no water is accumulated on the floor and it remains dry. The 

fitment of bed-cum-bedrest of berth needed lot of matching and reflects poor 

involvement of the Supervisors in ensuring the workmanship. Action plan 

needs to be drawn for counseling supervisors and monitoring of quality issues 

with a view to improve the quality of the coach. On questioning certain 

supervisors, it was noted that they are not aware of the cost implications of 

various items and the work which was being performed. Each supervisor of 

the shop should be aware of the cost of materials and processes and should 

be conscious for reduction of the total cost. 

CME 

CWM/NBQS 

 

2.6 At present failures within 100 days of POH is being monitored. Both the 

Workshops are informed to give quality of the POH in such a way that it lasts 

till next IOH/POH attention. Action plan for this needs to be drawn. The bogie 

frame cleaning needs to be relooked at to have better environment control 

and better cleaning.   

CME 

CWM/NBQS 

 

2.7 Excess materials should not to be kept on the shop floor especially in the 

open area as it damages materials besides blocking the funds. General 

upkeep of the open area in the Workshop needs improvement with proper 

leveling, removal of the wild plantation of the trees and other horticulture 

development. 

CME 

CWM/NBQS 

 

2.8 Drains in some areas were found to be covered with concrete slabs, this 

needs to be duplicated in all the areas so that nothing unwanted goes in the 

drain and also it remains clean. With the operation of axle box cleaning plant, 

saving of 04 ltrs. of Kerosene oil per bearing i.e. 32 ltrs. of Kerosene oil for 

coach is being achieved. This is the good achievement. This is also required 

to be duplicated at DBWS. The filter arrangement of Kerosene oil has also 

reduced its consumption. For the good work done by SSE/Roller Bearing, a 

cash award of Rs. 5000/- was announced. 

CME 

CWM/NBQS 

CWM/DBWS 

 

 

2.9 Store depot no. 11 was inspected. The materials available was found to be 

stacked in proper condition and considering their pro-active approach for 

arranging materials required, a group cash award of Rs. 25,000/- was 

announced for the NBQS depot. 

CME 

COS 

CWM/NBQS 
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2.10 CTRB nurturing centre has been developed as a clean, dry, dust free area. 

This should also be duplicated in the roller bearing section. 

CME 

CWM/NBQS 

2.11 Visit to STC: The STC is having the facility which needs to be upgraded for 

new technology items and development of various sub-systems so that staff 

coming for the training are also exposed to these areas. Action plan for 

providing this including working models etc. needs to be drawn and 

implemented in the year 2017-18. In the hostel, lot of improvement is 

required to be made as the present condition is not suitable for healthy living 

and requiring the following facilities : 

I. 42 inch LED television (wall mounted) should be provided in club room 

of Apprentice Engineers Hostel. 

II. All rooms in hostels, floors of dining hall, kitchen and other areas to be 

fitted with antiskid tiles. 

III. 2 (two) nos. septic tanks of toilets are full of night soil and the same 

should be removed to make toilet hygienic. 

IV. Jungles in Apprentice and Trainee hostels to be cleaned. 

V. Each trainee to be provided with table, chair and almirah. 

VI. Water jug, bucket and mug to be provided in each room. 

VII. Trainees Hostel (back side) is open and need to be provided grill to 

avoid theft. 

VIII. Cleaned bed rolls to be kept in trunk. 

IX. All wooden cots and steel cots to be provided with the structure to hang 

mosquito net. 

DRM/RNY 

CME 

CEE 

PCE 

CSTE 

CWM/NBQS 

 

 

2.12 During the address with officers and supervisors, following points were made: 

I. Allowed time which is at present taken as a reference for calculation of 

work and manpower needs to be relooked by all officers & SSEs taken into 

account advancement of technology, upgradation of skill, knowledge etc. 

so that realistic time is achieved and Workshop reaches to the level of the 

best in the benchmarking. 

II. Everyone should have cost and quality consciousness so that we are able 

to compete with the World market. 

III. Modern tools, plants and Machinery should be used to save time and 

improve quality and productivity. In turn the reduction in cost of the 

product. 

IV. Training of staff should be given utmost attention and priority. If needed 

the staff can be sent to outside training Institutes for training. 

V. While there were few innovations, why not everyone in the workshop 

makes one innovation in a year in the area they are working. It is possible 

because they are the persons who know best about their work and 

therefore they can always bring innovation. 

VI. Supervisors present had given assurance that they will strive for 

improvement in their working in all respects. 

VII. The new work sanctioned for LHB refurbishing needs to be planned in time 

bound manner and tender floated so that by the year 2018-19 the 

Workshop is functioning. 

CME 

CWM/NBQS 

COS 

CEE 
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3.0 CEE 

3.1 NBQ Workshop : 

3.1.1 One WGSCN Coach No.09211 (GHY bases) was placed at CBS shop ready for 

dispatch. 

18 Nos. USB type mobile charging points have been provided. However, 

provision of mobile charging points in GS & GSCN to be done as per RDSO 

letter Nos. E/7.1.57/SG.AC/System dated 10.03.2015 and EL/7.1.57 dated 

28.03.2014. 

CME 

CEE 

CWM/NBQS 

 

3.1.2 In AC POH section, working of gas operated fire extinguisher (NASA make) 

with stainless steel body was demonstrated successfully. This fire 

extinguisher is to be provided at AC panel cubical in AC coach. 

However, since this fire extinguisher is not yet approved by RDSO, workshop 

should avoid its installation. It is reiterated items approved by RDSO only 

should be provided in the coaching stock.  

CME 

CEE 

CWM/NBQS 

 

4.0 CPO 
4.1 There was no grievance pending on the online NIVARAN portal pertaining to 

NBQS. Registers kept for the purpose of recording grievances were checked 

in certain shops but no grievances were found recorded. In CBS shop the 

woman employees complained about the lack of supply of water in the toilet. 

Necessary action may be taken in this regard. It may also be ensured that the 

staff have proper access to the grievances registers and these registers are 

reflecting the true picture. 

CME 

CPO 

CWM/NBQS 

 

4.2 A List of Long absentees has been circulated by the HQ Office. The cases may 

be monitored closely for necessary action in respect of these long absentees.  
CME, CPO 

CWM/NBQS 
4.3 The notice regarding the internal Complaint Committee may be prominently 

displayed at all units/stations having women employees. Action taken may be 

monitored. 

CME 

CPO 

CWM/NBQS 
4.4 The feasibility of including the qualification of degree/diploma in the discipline 

of Mechatronics for recruitment at JE level may be examined. 
CPO 

CME 
5.0 FA&CAO 

Inventory position in respect of following revealed from IMMIS shows that 

Inactive Stores for 42 items for ` 46.3 lakhs, Surplus stores for 55 items for            

` 45.90 lakhs and Overstock against 116 items for ` 302.10 lakhs exist 

against the depot. Issue may be taken up for disposal of inactive and surplus 

stores as per extant rules and to regularize over stocked item. 

COS 

CME 

CWM/NBQS 

 

6.0 COS 

6.1 Status of Cleanliness & Stacking of Material: 

Cleanliness and Stacking of Material in the entire wards were excellent. This 

was also appreciated by GM during the meeting of GM with officers. The 

Depot should maintain cleanliness and stacking of materials in all the Ward in 

excellent condition on regular basis. 

COS 

CWM/NBQS 

 

 

6.2 Inventory:  

The Depot was having total Inventory of about ` 33 Crores. TOR was reported 

as more than 40%. Important data, with corresponding data of last year are 

given below: 

2016-17 2015-16 

CR-86  65 Cr. 

CI-72  78 Cr. 

CB-33  31 Cr. 

March = Total 43.57% 22 

28% 

Reason for higher figure for current year should be critically examined in 

detail by the Workshop and remedial action should be taken. 

Value of Inactive Surplus and Over Stock Items were found as under: 

CME 

FA&CAO 

CWM/NBQS 
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Item Value (`) No. of Item 
Inactive 74 Lakhs 56 
Surplus 40 Lakhs 54 
Over Stock 3.27 Crs. 124 

Due to blockage of funds in above three category, and other category further 
purchase is not possible for 2016-17 and for future also, this will lead to 
lesser Purchase Grant for Stock Items, because as per principles of Stores 
Budget, higher the TOR rate, lesser is the Purchase Grant. 
Depot and Workshop must take action to dispose off all the Inactive, Surplus 
and Over Stock items, as early as possible and not more than 2 months time. 
The AAC of over stock items should be reduced, so that in future the supply 
can be regulated. Joint meeting of Stores and Workshop officers should be 
held to review the AAC of A&B category items, every six month, based on the 
Budget Grant for drawl of Stores and the need of the item. 
In regard to Inventory, it was also noted in case of items where, drawl by 
Workshop was less than AAC, the present Stock value was as under: 
Mech. Item : ` 2 Crores. (Top 15 items of only) 
Elec. Item : ` 0.75 Crores. 

Total    ` 2.75 Crores. 

AAC of this item must be looked into critically by Workshop and advised to 

HQ. 

6.3 Must Change Items: 

Brief details of Must Change Items were advised in the Brochure prepared by 

the Workshop for GM’s Inspection. AAC value of Must Change items for Elec. 

& Mech. Is as follows: 

User Deptt. AAC Value (`) 
Mech. 8.82 Crores. 
Elec. AC 0.85 Crores. 
Elec. Non AC 0.58 Crores. 

 Total ` 10.25 Crores. 

Since Must Change Items need to be necessary available in the Depot for 

issue during POH, the Depot was advised to make a cell of three Staff to 

Monitor the purchase and regular availability of all Must Change Items. This 

cell will be directly under Dy.CMM/NBQ. 

CME 

FA&CAO 

CWM/NBQS 

 

6.4 Safety Item: 

Total value of AAC of all Safety Item of NBQ is ` 32 Crores. CWM/NBQ will 

make adequate provision of Budget to procure all items as per AAC. 

CME, COS 

CWM/NBQS 

6.5 Non Moving Items: 

Non moving item were mentioned in the Brochure of Workshop given to GM, 

on checking it was found that: 

I. One item is regularly required and PO for same is also available.  

[SS Electrode 3.15 x 350 PL No.76025221] 
 

II. Two items were consumed in current year.  

[SS Electrode 2.5 x 310 & M SRd-6 MM] 
 

It is not understood how and why above 3 items were reported as                      

Non-Moving items by CWM. 

5 items were not required. The Heading of these items should be closed. 

CME 

COS 

CWM/NBQS 

 

 

6.6 AAC value of critical items in GM’s Brochure: 

On checking the AAC of critical items mentioned, in the Brochure prepared by 

the Workshop[ for GM, the same was found as under: 

Mech. Item   : ` 8 Crores. 

Elec. Item    :  ` 2.92 Crores. 

       Total  : ` 10.92 Crores. 

The Workshop must make available adequate Budget Grant so that 

procurement of all items can be done as per their AAC. 

CME 

FA&CAO 

CWM/NBQS 
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6.7 Scrap: 

GM directed in the meeting to officers that the Workshop should not have any 

Scrap material on their shop floor and the same should be segregated and 

sent to Stores Depot for disposal. 

CME 

COS 

CWM/NBQS 

6.8 Wheel and Axle: 

As regard Wheel and Axle, it was noted that following two items of EMD Loco 

were having heavy Inventory: 
SN Item AAC CB Depot CB Shop U/A 

1. Wheel WDM2(PL-11020374) 100 103 176 31 

2. Axle WDP4(PL-119847400-17230019) 18 51 101 - 

3. Axle WDG4(PL-17230020) 30 0 31 121 
 

Less Drawal of WTA Items: 
 

Item AAC Issue CB Depot CB Shop U/A 

BG Coaching Wheel ICF 

(PL-30020372) 

1200 688 0 83 1000 

BG Coaching Axle ICF 

(PL-30020645) 

160 50 0 68 45 

Wheel Solved BOXN BCN 

(PL-38981040-38064510) 

1600 328 0 11 300 

The Workshop must analyze and take action for reduction in inventory and 

drawal of above items. 

CME 

CWM/NBQS 

 

 

7.0 Memoranda/Representations: 

During the Annual inspection of NBQ Workshop, 11 Memoranda/ 

Representations were received from various public representations, 

Organizations and branches of recognized unions. Concerned PHODs/CHODs 

and DRM/RNY to ensure appropriate action. 

1. Representation dated 15.03.2017 received from NFREU, NBQ Branch. 

2. Representation dated 15.03.2017 received from NFR other Backward 

Classes Employees Association, New Bongaigon. 

3. Representation dated 15.03.2017 received from Purbanchalia Rail Karmi 

Parishad. 

4. Representation dated 15.03.2017 received from Purbanchalia Rail Karmi 

Parishad, NBQ. 

5. Representation dated 15.03.2017 received from All Bongaigaon district 

Students Union, NBQ. 

6. Representation dated 15.03.2017 received from NFREU, NBQ Branch. 

7. Representation dated 15.03.2017 received from Asom Jatiyabadi Yuba 

Chatra Parishad, Bongaigaon. 

8. Representation dated 15.03.2017 received from All India Scheduled 

Casts and Scheduled Tribes, NBQ. 

9. Memorandum dated 15.03.2017 received from NFRMU, NBQ. 

10. Letter dated 15.03.2017 received from Kamaleswar Das,                           

Tech-III/T.No.1107/W under SSE/WRS/NBQS. 

Representation dated 15.03.2017 received from BJP Bongaion Town Mandal 

Committee, NBQ. 

All PHODS 

DRM/RNY 

DGM/G 

CWM/NBQS 

8.0 Awards : DGM(G) 
8.1 A cash award of ` 5000/- was announced for SSE/Roller Bearing 
8.2 A group cash awards of ` 25,000/- was announced for the NBQS depot. 
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General Manager’s Annual Inspection of  
ENGINEERING WORKSHOP/BNGN held on 15.03.2017 

 

क्र.सं.S
N 

पर्यवेक्षण/निरे्दश 

Observations/Directions 

कार्यवाई 
Action By 

1. GM inspected the DMS siding & part of the stock of Dy.CE/Bridge/Line 

emergency stock kept in the yard. In front of DMS siding. He specifically 

advised that the emergency girders, RSJ of Bridge line should be properly 

kept near the loading point for easy and emergency disposal. 

PCE 

Dy.CE/EWS 

2. Dy.CE/EWS/BNGN explained all the activities of the shop. The platform was 

being raised at the vacant Structural Shop for the layout of 45.7m welded 

girder. (As per Drawing No. RDSO/B-17001)  

EWS needs to concentrate on the fabrication of plate girder for Railway 

bridges and ROBs. However regarding the fabrication of open web girder, 

EWS/BNGN should come up with a detailed action plan with a specific time 

frame. 

PCE 

Dy.CE/EWS 

3. Ongoing works of fabrication of 35.5m composite girders was inspected. 

There is need for proper training of staff regarding the use of HSFG bolts to 

be taken up in near future and also the use of proper tools like automatic 

wrenches for tightening HSFG bolts. Following items are required to be 

pursued: 

I. Developing in house facilities for fixing shear studs on the composite 

girder by     2017-18. 

II. Developing In house facilities of doing sand blasting and metalizing work 

through hired private agency within 2017-18. 

PCE 

Dy.CE/EWS 

4. Early disposal of the remaining completed girders from shop No. 3 (6 girders 

of 12.2 m & 3 girders of 18.3 m spans) should be done. 
PCE 

Dy.CE/EWS 
5. Dy.CE/EWS expressed the need of providing at least leveling course on the 

existing Rail track inside shop No.3 for providing better safety inside the 

shop (the workers need to take care of both EOT and uneven floor due to 

presence of ballasted Railway track simultaneously while working). 

PCE 

Dy.CE/EWS 

6. All documents related to welding, like welding approval sheet and WPSS and 

WPQR should be kept ready at the place of welding for making immediate 

references. 

PCE 

Dy.CE/EWS 

7. The newly renovated meeting room along with Ladies Rest Room was 

inaugurated. The work load on hand & overall future plans for increasing 

production and reducing cost of production of EWS with existing facilities 

should be examined. There will be no dearth of workload if production cost is 

kept low and dispatching of finished products are done in time. A detailed 

action plan along with a Bar Chart of completing the fabrication of 30.5m 

span and other works on hand at the earliest should be finalized. 

PCE 

Dy.CE/EWS 

 
 

 
(K. Singson) 

Dy.General Manager(G) 
for General Manager 
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No. Z/163/O Pt.VI (NBQ)                                                                                          Date: 19.04.2017 

 

Copy for information and necessary action to: 
 
(1) DGM & Secy. to GM/NFR  : for kind information of GM. 
(2) Secy. to GM(Con)/NFR  : for kind information of GM(Con). 
(3)  AGM/NFR   : for kind information please.  
(4)    Commissioner of Railway Safety 
 N.F.Circle. 14 Strand Road,  
 Kolkata-700001.    : for kind information please. 
(5)     All PHODs    Necessary remarks on the inspection notes 
(6)     DRM/RNY         may be sent to DGM(G) by emaildgmgnfr@gmail.com 
(7) CWM/NBQS          or cs.dgmgnfr@gmail.com or in a Pen Drive within  

15 days along with a hard copy. 
 

   
 
 
 

    (K. Singson) 
   Dy.General Manager(G)  

mailto:dgmgnfr@gmail.com
mailto:cs.dgmgnfr@gmail.com

